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Introduction

• cornerstones of 1D radiative transfer in NWP were set back in 1970s:

1976: delta-scaling within the two-stream framework

(Joseph, Wiscombe and Weinman)

1979: treatment of partial cloud cover and cloud overlap geometry

(Geleyn and Hollingsworth)

• 1D approach employing independent column approximation (ICA)

has been celebrating its success for 40 years, making radiative transfer

calculations parallelizable and thus feasible in GCM and NWP models

• during those years, however, horizontal resolution of NWP models

increased by two orders of magnitude (200 km → 2 km)

• how relevant is 1D framework, when the NWP models start to resolve

cumuliform clouds causing noticeable 3D effects?
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Observed 3D effect of cumulus clouds

Praha-Libuš, 25-Aug-2016

Praha-Libuš, 22-Aug-2016

global solar radiation, top of the atmosphere
global solar radiation, surface
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3D radiative transfer equation
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Plane parallel approximation

• central quantity in radiative transfer – spectral radiance Iν – depends

on 2 angles and 3 spatial coordinates

• dimensionality of the problem can be greatly reduced by assuming

horizontally homogeneous, plane-parallel atmosphere:

Iν(θ, φ, x, y, z)→ Iν(θ, z)

• radiative transfer can then be formulated for azimuthally averaged

radiance, depending only on zenith angle θ and vertical coordinate z

• 1D radiative transfer equation is solved in every model column,

neglecting lateral exchanges between columns ⇒ ICA

• ICA fits into the framework of 1D physics, enabling efficient paral-

lelization of NWP codes
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1D radiative transfer solvers

• majority of current NWP models further simplify 1D radiative transfer
by two-stream approximation combined with adding method

• dependency on zenith angle is addressed by two point quadrature,
replacing radiance by upward and downward fluxes F ↑, F ↓

• atmosphere is sliced into L homogeneous layers characterized by their
transmissions T and reflectivities R

• for each layer there are 2 equations relating incoming and outgoing
fluxes: F ↓bot

F
↑
top

 =

T R

R T

 ·
F ↓top

F
↑
bot

+

J↓bot

J
↑
top


• equating fluxes leaving one layer with fluxes entering the next layer

results in a linear system for 2L + 2 fluxes, closed by 2 boundary
conditions (in the simplest case with trivial cloud geometry)

• matrix to be inverted is (2L+ 2)× (2L+ 2) with 5 non-zero diagonals

• inversion can be done by Gaussian elimination and back-substitution,
with the cost linear in L
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Dealing with cloud geometry

• incorporation of clouds into 1D radiative transfer is done by dividing
each model layer into homogeneous clearsky and cloudy regions

• lateral exchanges between these regions are not assumed

• at the layer interfaces, fluxes leaving clearsky and cloudy regions are
redistributed according to assumed cloud overlap mode:

∆x

equivalent

∆x

independent subcolumns

traditional approach subgrid ICA
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Two common 1D treatments of cloud geometry

• traditional approach incorporates cloud geometry directly in the

solver, increasing system matrix to (4L+4)×(4L+4) with 9 non-zero

diagonals

• Monte Carlo ICA (McICA) divides model column into N independent

subcolumns, containing only binary clouds (clear–overcast)

– subcolumns are filled by cloud generator, respecting layer cloud

fractions, overlap mode and cloud condensates

– simpler (2L+ 2)× (2L+ 2) solver is applied N times ⇒ costly

– schemes performing many (& 100) monochromatic calculations can

distribute them randomly over cloudy subcolumns ⇒ significant

cost reduction

– such simplification is bias free, but it contaminates radiative fluxes

by stochastic noise

– McICA combined with correlated k-distribution (CKD) method is a

widely used solution
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3D radiative effects of clouds

• nice schematic explanation of various 3D radiative cloud effects can

be found in Hogan and Shonk (2013):

(CRF) is defined as the difference between the clear-sky

and cloudy-sky upwelling shortwave radiation at TOA;

that is,

CRF5F
1

clear,TOA 2F
1

cloudy,TOA . (1)

Thus, shortwave CRF is negative except over very re-

flective snow-covered surfaces. The quantity shown in

Fig. 2 is given by 100 3 (CRF3D 2 CRF1D)/CRF1D,

where CRF3D is the CRF calculated using a full 3D ra-

diative transfer model, while CRF1D is the CRF calcu-

lated using a standard 1D radiative transfer model.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that, for cumulus with a solar

zenith angle greater than around 458, the magnitude of

the CRF is increased significantly because of the mech-

anism of shortwave side illumination. For solar zenith

angles greater than around 808, the calculations of Pincus

et al. (2005) for cumulus clouds predict that the magni-

tude of CRF can be doubled. The results of Gounou and

Hogan (2007) for aircraft contrails confirm that side il-

lumination is responsible: when they orientated their

contrails perpendicular to the sun (the solid gray line in

Fig. 2), thereby maximizing the solar illumination of the

side of the contrail, the 3D effect was maximized, but

orientating their contrails parallel to the sun (the dashed

gray line in Fig. 2), thereby removing any illumination of

the side of the contrail, the CRF enhancement at high

solar zenith angles was removed.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that side illumination is not the

only shortwave 3D effect, since for solar zenith angles

less than 458, the magnitude of the CRF for cumulus and

contrails is reduced when 3D transport is included, by

up to 27% in the study of Pincus et al. (2005). This we

explain in Fig. 1b by the mechanism of shortwave side

escape, referred to as ‘‘downward escape’’ by Várnai and

Davies (1999). Shortwave radiation from an overhead

sun that enters a cloud through its top may escape from

the sides of a cloud, where in a 1D calculation it may

not and is more likely to be reflected back to space.

Since cloud particles are typically larger than the wave-

length of the radiation, the scattering is predominantly

in the forward direction, and so radiation escaping from

the side of a cloud is more likely to be directed toward

the surface than back to space. Therefore, this mechanism

reduces CRF relative to a 1D calculation.

In the longwave, inclusion of 3D transport tends to

increase the CRF owing to the presence of cloud sides,

making the cloud a more effective emitter and absorber,

as illustrated in Fig. 1c and which we refer to as longwave

side exchange. Essentially the same mechanism was iden-

tified by Killen and Ellingson (1994). It was estimated by

Heidinger and Cox (1996) that 3D transport in cumulus

FIG. 1. Schematic explaining how 3D radiative transfer affects

CRF, with the lighter colors outside clouds indicating more intense

radiation and the darker colors less intense radiation. (a) Short-

wave side illumination: at high solar zenith angles, a greater frac-

tion of incoming solar radiation is intercepted by cloud than in

standard 1D radiative transfer, increasing the CRF. (b) Shortwave

side escape: at low solar zenith angles, the radiation that escapes

out of cloud sides tends to be forward scattered toward the ground,

decreasing the CRF. (c) Shortwave and longwave side exchange:

above a field of clouds, the clouds subtend a greater fraction of the

downward-looking hemisphere [accounting for cos(u) dependence

of their contribution to the upwelling irradiance] than the areal

cloud coverage. Hence, the longwave CRF is larger than in the

ICA. In the shortwave, less reflected radiation from the surface is

able to escape back to space.

FIG. 2. The effect of 3D radiative transfer on shortwave TOA

CRF, vs solar zenith angle, for cumulus clouds and contrails, cal-

culated rigorously using full 3D radiative transfer codes. The

‘‘small cumulus’’ results are fromBenner and Evans (2001) and the

large cumulus from Pincus et al. (2005), both of whom used Monte

Carlo models. The contrail results are from Gounou and Hogan

(2007), who used the spherical harmonics discrete ordinatemethod

(SHDOM) of Evans (1998).
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(a) shading by cloud sides, low sun

(b) focusing by cloud sides, high sun

(c) increased cloud radiative forcing due to
higher apparent cloud fraction

• 3D cloud effects usually result in smoothing of radiation fields, but

sometimes they can cause also their sharpening
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How significant?

• O’Hirok and Gautier (2005) demonstrate that neglecting 3D radiative

cloud effects can cause local error in surface insolation 500 W m−2

• however, error averaged over 100 km wide domain is only 2 W m−2

time of this study is high considering six fields are

evaluated over seven model resolutions for both the 3D

and ICA modes. Hence, only two solar zenith angles

(sza) are selected (0° and 60°). Although these angles

will not maximize all 3D effects for all fields, their use

should bring out enough variability for the purposes of

this study.

As a demonstration of the difference between the 3D

and ICA computational modes, the shortwave heating

rates and surface irradiance for the cumulus cloud field

are presented in Fig. 3. These results should not be

considered new since similar findings have been shown

by investigators spanning more than three decades

(e.g., McKee and Cox 1974; Welch and Wielicki 1989;

O’Hirok and Gautier 1998; Varnai and Davies 1999;

and others). They are presented here as an aid for the

physical interpretation of the statistical quantities dis-

cussed further in this study.

The increased heating by gaseous absorption below

approximately 2500 m is a function of the water vapor

profile (Fig. 3). The most distinct 3D features are the

cloud shadows being horizontally displaced, an en-

hanced diffusion of the radiative field and greater heat-

ing taking place where cloud elements are oriented

toward the sun. At the surface, the difference in down-

welling irradiance between the two modes is striking.

For the 3D case the fluxes can exceed the ICA clear

sky values because of photon leakage from the sides of

the clouds. Still, notwithstanding large variations be-

tween the two modes approaching 500 W m�2 for in-

dividual columns, the domain average difference is only

2 W m�2.

3. Results

a. Domain averages

In this section only the GCM domain average irradi-

ances are considered. Presented in the upper panels of

Fig. 4 is the solar radiation absorbed in the atmosphere

and the downwelling surface irradiance as computed

using full 3D radiative transfer for the 200-m resolution

fields. The lower panels represent the 3D effect (i.e.,

3D–ICA results). Among the different fields used in

this study, the amount of shortwave radiation absorbed

in the atmosphere varies widely, ranging from 210 to

350 W m�2 for overhead sun and 125 to 170 W m�2 for

the 60° sza. In contrast, the maximum difference be-

tween the 3D and ICA computations is less than 7 W

m�2. For surface irradiance, the downwelling flux not

surprisingly shows strong variations among the fields

since this amount is largely a function of cloud optical

thickness and cloud fraction. However, the difference

between the 3D and ICA computation is again rather

small except for the most complex cumulonimbus field

where values between �20 and 10 W m�2 are found.

Here, cloud photon leakage near the cloud gap pro-

duces positive values for overhead sun, but for the ob-

lique solar beam the cloud field appears overcast caus-

ing the surface irradiance to be lower.

Domain average heating rate profiles for the 200-m

resolution fields are plotted in Fig. 5 for both the 3D

and ICA computational modes. Except in the upper

portions of the cirrus and convective cloud fields, this

figure demonstrates that 3D effects are almost imper-

ceptible when averaged over the size of a GCM grid

FIG. 3. Cumulus cloud field (upper) shortwave heating rates and (lower) surface irradiance for model

computational modes. Dark (light) line represents solar irradiance computed using 3D (ICA) approach.
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Shortwave heating rate and surface insolation for cumulus cloud field
(θ = 60◦, ∆x = 200 m, ∆z = 45 m).
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When important?

• O’Hirok and Gautier (2005) conclude that:

– ICA can be safely used for ∆x ≥ 5 km, with error in surface

insolation staying below 100 W m−2 in almost all model columns

– for ∆x ≤ 2 km, ICA can produce error locally reaching 500 W m−2

– still the 3D radiative effects tend to average out on larger domains

– for non-stationary cloud fields also time averaging tends to smooth

the 3D effects out

– due to high heat capacities of most underlying surfaces, any 3D

effects are likely to be transitory and insignificant

• so far so good – but what about cloud-radiation feedback?

• this can only be evaluated with the 3D radiation scheme embedded in

cloud resolving model ⇒ Monte Carlo codes are too expensive for that
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Subgrid or resolved?

• when the horizontal mesh size is much larger than horizontal dimension

of individual clouds, 3D radiative effects are mostly subgrid and can

be parameterized in ICA framework

• when the clouds start to be horizontally resolved, radiative exchanges

between neighbouring model columns become significant

∆x = 10 km ∆x = 1 km

• some subgrid effects due to 3D cloud shape may still need to be

parameterized
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Longwave 3D effects

• 3D radiative effects are most obvious in the shortwave case, but they
are equally important in the longwave one

• this can be illustrated using an idealized example of isolated homoge-
neous and isothermal cubic cloud in vacuum (Schäfer et al. 2016):

– cloud sides emit 4 times more energy than cloud top
– 1

2 of energy escaping from cloud sides is directed upward
– effect of cloud sides increases energy reaching space by factor 3

• when the horizontal mesh size is large enough, significant portion of
radiation emitted by cloud sides remains in the model column and its
3D effect can be parameterized within ICA

∆x = 10 km ∆x = 1 km
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SPARTACUS solver (subgrid)

• current resolution of ECMWF deterministic forecast is about 9 km,
with radiation grid reduced to 29 km ⇒ 3D effects mostly subgrid

• ecRad scheme (Hogan and Bozzo 2018) contains SPARTACUS solver
that allows subgrid transfer across the cloud sides:

∆x

• two-stream equations are extended by the extra terms representing
lateral transport between clearsky and cloudy regions, proportional to
effective cloud edge length

• ecRad with SPARTACUS is 5.8 times slower than with McICA solver
⇒ unfeasible for operations, but fast enough for research
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3D solvers (resolved)

• 3D radiative transfer solvers can be roughly divided in two groups:

1) rigorous (very expensive, beyond the reach of NWP)
2) approximate (cheaper, developed for NWP needs)

• first group has two important representatives:

MYSTIC stochastic, brute force, used as 3D reference
(Monte Carlo) physically straightforward

easily implementing complex geometries, etc.
SHDOM deterministic, iterative on adaptive grid

resembling spectral transform method

• second group contains quasi-3D improvements of the two-stream
solver, overcoming some limitations of ICA:

TICA, paNTICA, NCA, . . .

• recently the TenStream solver appeared, claiming to be nearly as
accurate as rigorous solvers, but for the first time affordable inside
LES model (not yet NWP)
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Cost versus accuracy

• dissertation of Jakub (2016) gives an instructive comparison of various
3D solvers in terms of cost and accuracy:

14 1. A Primer on Clouds and Radiation in the Atmosphere

accurateapproximate

fa
st

sl
ow

single angle
schwarzschild

Twostream

SHDOM
MonteCarlo

TICA

paNTICA
Ξ TIPA TenStream

Figure 1.5: Schematic performance overview of usually employed radiative trans-
fer solvers and three-dimensional approximations. Rigorous three-dimensional
solvers such as SHDOM or Monte Carlo solvers are four to five orders of magni-
tude slower than one-dimensional solvers such as the Twostream. The TenStream
solver is explained in detail in chapter 2.

• rigorous solvers (Monte Carlo, SHDOM) are 4–5 orders of magnitude
more expensive than the two-stream solver!
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Family of TICA schemes (shortwave)

• basic idea of tilted ICA (TICA) is explained in Wissmeier et al. (2013):

photon transport that would lead to radiative

smoothing or roughening.

3) There is a bias of direct radiation: In cloud-free

columns, direct radiation easily reaches the surface

in the ICA approximation. For larger sun zenith

angles, however, direct radiation in reality is inter-

cepted by clouds with increasing probability; hence,

ICA tends to overestimate direct radiation at the

surface.

4) There is a bias of diffuse radiation: missing inter-

columnphoton transport—inparticular, between cloudy

and cloud-free columns—and the bias of direct radi-

ation lead to a bias in diffuse radiation.

The higher the model resolution is, the more important

it is to consider 3D effects. These effects become par-

ticularly important when the model resolution is on the

order of or higher than the altitude of clouds, that is, of

the troposphere (;10 km). The 3D phenomena are fully

considered in 3D Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. 1, top

left). Monte Carlo is computationally too expensive for

many applications, however, especially for NWPmodels.

To consider the slant incidence of the sun, a modified

ICA was suggested in the past: the tilted independent

column approximation (TICA). Two different versions

of the TICA have been suggested. First, there is what

we call ‘‘TICA DIR,’’ in which the direct radiation is

calculated in a single, independent column that is slan-

ted toward the sun, that is, according to the solar zenith

and azimuth angles: u and u. The diffuse radiation,

however, is calculated in the vertical column having the

direct radiation field as input (see Fig. 1, lower right).

TICA DIR was developed for two dimensions by Gabriel

and Evans (1996), who called it ‘‘independent pixel ap-

proximation modified source (IPAMS).’’ For IPAMS,

a full two-dimensional computation of the direct beamwas

performed and was then used as the pseudosource in an

independent pixel diffuse radiative transfer calculation.

IPAMS and IPA were compared with an accurate two-

dimensional radiative transfermodel, but only for domain-

averaged irradiances, radiances, and heating rates. Also,

Zuidema and Evans (1998) used this TICA method for

their studies of 2D radiative transfer in boundary layer

clouds, calling it ‘‘3-D direct beam IPA (3dbIPA).’’

The second TICA approach, which we call ‘‘TICA

DIRDIFF,’’ is illustrated in the lower-left panel of Fig. 1.

There, the direct as well as the diffuse radiation is calcu-

lated in the tilted, independent columns that are slanted

according to u andu. This version of TICAwas introduced

by V�arnai and Davies (1999), who studied the effects of

cloud heterogeneities on shortwave radiation. It was used

also for radiative transfer studies by, inter alia,Wapler and

Mayer (2008) and Frame et al. (2009). V�arnai and Davies

note that this TICA approach ‘‘ . . . can also be regarded as

FIG. 1. Schematics, showing the ideas of (top left) 3D Monte Carlo (i.e., the real photon

paths), (top right) ICA, (lower left) TICAwith the direct and diffuse radiation being calculated

in the slanted column, and (lower right) TICAwith only the direct radiation being calculated in

the tilted column and the diffuse radiation being calculated in the vertical column. The thick

arrowed lines stand for the photon paths, and the thick horizontal line at the surface represents

the cloud shadow. The solar zenith angle u is 458 in all panels.

AUGUST 2013 W I S SME IER ET AL . 1699

• direct beam is independent of diffuse fluxes and its propagation can be
calculated along tilded column ⇒ correct placement of cloud shadows

• primary scattering of exactly treated direct beam is a source of diffuse
radiation, propagated in the two-stream framework

• column for diffuse radiation can be tilted or not (variants DIRDIFF
and DIR, respectively)
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Inclusion of diffuse 3D effects – paNTICA

• TICA schemes do not account for radiation smoothing due to diffuse
transport between the two-stream columns

• this effect can be simulated by applying horizontal smoother on
diffuse fluxes delivered by TICA

• non-local TICA (NTICA) implements smoothing as a convolution
with Gaussian kernel

• optimal kernel width depends on the scene and location

• parameterized NTICA (paNTICA; Wissmeier et al. 2013) expresses
the kernel width for downward diffuse flux as a function of solar zenith
angle and distance to the nearest cloud base

• non-constant kernel width violates energy conservation by 1–2%,
but implied bias is negligible ⇒ this is a minor issue given considerable
improvement over ICA

• radiation scheme with paNTICA is about 2 times more expensive than
with the two-stream solver
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ICA and TICA versus Monte Carlo reference

cumulonimbus case, diffuse downward solar flux at surface [W m−2]

Monte Carlo
ICA TICA DIR paNTICA DIR reference

With ICA, the direct and diffuse radiation are calcu-

lated in the vertical column, thus leading to shadows

directly underneath the cloud(s) (see also the schematic

diagram in Fig. 1). Since we are looking at diffuse ir-

radiance only, the cloud-free columns also appear dark

because of the missing direct radiation. With TICA

DIRDIFF, the direct and diffuse radiation are both cal-

culated in the tilted column, which results in shadows that

are shifted toward the north since the sun is in the south.

Furthermore, the shadows are elongated, which is in

particular evident for the Cb (Fig. 9c).

In the case of TICA DIR, the direct radiation, which

is calculated in the tilted column, is used as input for

the computation of the diffuse radiation in the vertical

column. If the sun is in the south, this setup results in an

enhancement of diffuse radiation at the southern side of

FIG. 9. Diffuse downward solar irradiance (Wm22) at the surface underneath the Cb: (a) 3D Monte Carlo,

(b) ICA, (c) TICA DIRDIFF, (d) TICA DIR, (e) paNTICA DIRDIFF, and (f) paNTICA DIR. Here, u 5 508 and

surface albedo 5 0.05.
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θ = 50◦, ∆x = ∆y = 250 m, ∆zmin = 200 m
sun from the south, surface albedo 0.05

source: Wissmeier et al. (2013)
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ICA and TICA versus Monte Carlo reference

cumulonimbus case, total downward solar flux at surface [W m−2]

Monte Carlo
ICA TICA DIR paNTICA DIR reference

paNTICA, however, is, on average over all simulations,

negligible (,0.1%). The variation of the bias is 0.7%

and 1.4% for paNTICADIRDIFF and paNTICADIR,

respectively.

In summary, althoughTICADIR and TICADIRDIFF

systematically bias the total irradiance at the surface, this

bias is generally much smaller than for ICA. TICA DIR

yields the smaller average bias of 2.2%. The convolution

scheme paNTICA violates energy conservation, but only

by 1%–2%, and not systematically. Considering that the
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θ = 50◦, ∆x = ∆y = 250 m, ∆zmin = 200 m
sun from the south, surface albedo 0.05

source: Wissmeier et al. (2013)
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NCA scheme (longwave)

• neighboring column approximation (NCA; Klinger and Mayer 2016)
accounts for longwave radiative exchanges between given column and
4 neighboring columns:

∆x ∆y

• NCA neglects longwave scattering and it is best suited for ∆x ≥ 100 m,
improving spatial distribution of heating and cooling considerably

• at finer resolution, exchanges between more distant columns become
important

• solver involving only 5 columns does not break code parallelization

• NCA increases the cost of radiation scheme by factor 1.5–2 compared
to 1D solution
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TenStream solver

• recently, TenStream solver of Jakub and Mayer (2015) appeared as
the first truly 3D solver embedded in cloud resolving model

• there are 10 diffuse streams assumed:

– vertical transport is described by upward and downward fluxes
through xy-plane (as in two-stream case)

– horizontal transport is described by 4 fluxes through xz-plane and
another 4 fluxes through yz-plane

xy-plane

xz- and yz-plane

• in 3D domain with Ng gridboxes, resulting sparse matrix 10Ng×10Ng

is huge ⇒ it must be inverted iteratively

• results in UCLA LES model are impressive, increasing the cost of
radiation scheme 5–10 times ⇒ still beyond reach of NWP
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ICA and TenStream versus Monte Carlo reference

cumulus case, shortwave atmospheric heating rate and surface insolation

ICA (two-stream delta-Eddington) TenStream

104 photons per pixel for the Monte Carlo calculations.

Thermal Monte Carlo calculations were performed back-

wards using methods of Klinger and Mayer [15] and the

correlated-k parametrization of Fu and Liou [10]. The noise

(standard deviation) of atmospheric heating rates is

approximately 7% in the case of I3RC, 4.5% for Cb and 4%

for the ASTEX-scenario. Likewise, for the surface heating,

3.6%, 1.6% and 4%, respectively.

A qualitative look at Fig. 5 visualizes the differences

between the ICA two-stream and TenStream solver. The

slanted path of the direct radiation is clearly visible, which

leads to strong heating at the cloud side, to elongated and

displaced shadowing and generally higher heating rates in the

atmosphere.

It is clear that the ICA two-stream solver is not able to

reproduce the 3D RT effects. In contrast, the TenStream solver

Fig. 4. Vertically integrated optical depth. Scattering and absorption optical depth spectrally integrated with correlated-k method of Kato et al. [14]. Optical

depth truncated for (b) (τmax ¼ 689). (a) depicts the scattered cumulus clouds with clear-sky regions in-between. (b) shows the massive deep-convective

cell, surrounded by small cumulus clouds. Lastly, (b) shows the uniformly overcast stratus scenario. (a) I3RC, (b) Cb, (c) ASTEX.

Fig. 5. Volume rendered perspective on atmospheric and surface heating rates (see Section 3 for details). On the left side, scenario I3RC and on the right,

scenario Cb. In the top row (a,b) are benchmark 3D Monte Carlo MYSTIC calculations, in the mid row (c,d) are delta-Eddington two-stream results and in

the bottom row (e,f) are TenStream calculations. Surface heating is solar net radiation in W m�2 and atmospheric heating rate given in K d�1. Volume

rendered plots were created with VISIT [5].
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Impact of 3D radiation on cloud evolution

warm bubble experiment, shortwave atmospheric heating rate

ICA (two-stream delta-Eddington)

F. Jakub and B. Mayer: Coupling of the TenStream solver to UCLA-LES 1417

Figure 2. Volume-rendered perspective on liquid water content and solar atmospheric heating rates of the warm-bubble experiment (initial-

ized without horizontal wind). The two upper panels depict a simulation which was driven by 1-D radiative transfer and the two lower panels

show a simulation where radiative transfer is computed with the TenStream solver (solar zenith angle θ = 60◦; constant surface fluxes).

Three-dimensional effects in atmospheric heating rates introduce anisotropy which in turn has feedback on cloud evolution. Domain dimen-

sions are 12.8 × 12.8 km horizontally and 5 km vertically at a resolution of 50 m in each direction. See Sect. 6 for simulation parameters.

Gray bar in the legend determines the transparency of the individual colors for the volume renderer.

4.1 Strong scaling

We hypothesized earlier (Sect. 2.2) that a good initial guess

for the iterative solver results in a faster convergence rate. To

test this assumption we performed two strong-scaling (prob-

lem size stays the same) simulations. One clear-sky experi-

ment without clouds in which the difference between radia-

tion calls is minimal and a warm-bubble case with a strong

cloud deformation and displacement between time steps.

These two situations enclose what the solver may be used

for and are hence the extreme cases with respect to the com-

putational effort.

Both scenarios have principally the same setup with a do-

main length of 10 km at a horizontal resolution of 100 m. The

model domain is divided into 50 vertical layers with 70 m

resolution at the surface and a vertical grid stretching of 2 %.

The atmosphere is moist and neutrally stable (see Sect. 6 for

name-list parameters). Simulations are performed with warm
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Impact of 3D radiation on cloud evolution

warm bubble experiment, cloud liquid water content

ICA (two-stream delta-Eddington)

F. Jakub and B. Mayer: Coupling of the TenStream solver to UCLA-LES 1417
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Relevance of LES results for kilometric NWP

• LES results obtained with TenStream solver are very recent

• impact of 3D radiative transfer on cloud dynamics has to be carefully
analyzed and understood, we are still at the very beginning

• LES simulations are run with at least 20 times finer mesh sizes than
current high resolution NWP⇒ relevance of some conclusions for NWP
world is not obvious

• key question for short range NWP is following:

How important for forecast evolution is radiative forcing
on the shortest resolved scales?

• future development of NWP radiative transfer schemes depends
critically on a honest answer

• such answer cannot be obtained without testing impact of 3D radiative
effects in realistic NWP setup (spatial resolution, forecast length,
feedbacks, . . . )
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Conclusions

• ACRANEB2 scheme is currently used at its best, but with ALARO-1
entering cloud resolving scales use of ICA becomes problematic

• the only reasonable option for keeping ICA would be to use it on
reduced radiation grid ⇒ unreliable details not calculated, high
resolution information lost

• still I believe that short range NWP should aspire for realistic cloud
dynamics, including resolved 3D radiative transfer

• if there ever is ACRANEB3 scheme, “3” should stay for 3D effects

• development of 3D radiation scheme in the NWP model is beyond
capability of single person

– importing ideas, tools, and maybe even codes from 3D radiation
community seems to be necessary ⇒ collaboration desirable

– ALADIN code implementation has to be designed in close cooper-
ation with experts in parallelization

• being double optimist, I hope to have some 3D solution available in
ALARO by the year 2030
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